Resiliency against major disasters is a most essential characteristic of the future electrical distribution system (EDS). A multi-agent based rolling optimization method for the EDS restoration scheduling is proposed in this paper. When blackout occurs, considering the risk of loosing the centralized authority due to the failure of core communication network, the agents available after disaster or cyber attack identify the communication connected parts (CCPs) in the EDS with distributed communication. A multi-time intervals optimization model is formulated for the restoration scheduling in a CCP. A rolling optimization process for the entire EDS restoration is proposed. At the scheduling/rescheduling moments in the rolling process, the CCPs in the EDS are re-identified and restoration schedules for the CCPs are renewed. A modified IEEE 123 bus EDS is utilized to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
(EDS) [2] .
In recent worldwide outage events, after a major disaster or cyber attack, it takes hours or even days to restore the entire grid, e.g. 6 hours for the Ukraine blackout (Dec. 23th, 2015) [3] , and 50 hours for the South Australia blackout (Sep. 28th, 2016) [4] . In the earlier restoration stage, if the utility power from transmission grid is unavailable, the EDS could consist of a multi-microgrid system made up of several self-healing microgrid islands, each equipped with distributed generators (DGs) and energy storages (ESs) to provide balancing service to a wider area during blackouts.
To give a more explicit picture, the EDS restoration scheduling problem analyzed in this paper is aiming to maximize the total prioritized loads restored in the EDS by forming microgrid islands utilizing local distributed generation including DGs and ESs in the earlier restoration stage after a blackout. In [5] , a hierarchical restoration scheme for a distribution system comprised of multi-microgrids is proposed against disaster events. The microgrids schedule their available distributed generation resources in the first stage. And in the second stage, the distribution system operator (DRO) coordinates the power transfer among the microgrids and utilizes the unused capacities of the distributed generation in the first stage. The microgrid availability for restoration critical load is analyzed in [6] , that proposes a two-stage critical load restoration method using microgrids.
Considering major disaster or cyber attack, as the risk of loosing the centralized authority for restoration scheduling in the EDS due to the failure of the communication core network, a decentralized decisionmaking environment (e.g. a decentralized multi-agent system) with two-way distributed communication for restoration scheduling can enhance the resilience of the EDS in a blackout event. In [7] , considering only local communication available, a distributed multi-agent coordinate scheme is used to achieve the global information discovery of the EDS, and an optimal microgrids formation scheme for EDS to restore the critical loads from the power outage is proposed. The agent based consensus algorithm is adopted in [7] and [8] for global information discovery during restoration scheduling. In [7] and [8] , the agents are assumed to be interconnected to a connected MAS, and the number of all agents in the MAS is fixed. However, these requirements cannot always be satisfied after a disaster when the MAS is broken into several connected parts and is inconsistent with the time-variant nature of restoration process that reenergized, repaired and temporarily built agents will join the MAS gradually.
In this paper, a multi-agent based rolling optimization method for restoration scheduling of the EDS is proposed.
In the rolling optimization model, at the first scheduling moment, the communication connected parts (CCPs) in the EDS are firstly identified by the information discovery process (IDP) of the available agents in the EDS at the very beginning of the rolling optimization window. Secondly, based on the information discovered by the IDP, the restoration schedule for each CCP is determined by agents through solving the multi-time interval restoration scheduling optimization model of the CCP. Till the end of the EDS restoration, at next rescheduling moments in the rolling optimization model, the CCPs in the EDS are re-identified by the existed agents and newly available agents in the previous restoration duration, and the restoration schedule are renewed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The general multi-time intervals optimization model for restoration scheduling are presented in Section 2. The integral multi-agent based rolling optimization method for the EDS restoration scheduling is described in Section 3. Case studies to validate the proposed restoration scheduling method are included in Section 4. Eventually, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Restoration scheduling optimization model
The general multi-time intervals restoration scheduling optimization model for the CCP identified in the EDS is formulated in this section. The advance restoration control period (i.e. the rolling optimization window) considered for the restoration scheduling optimization model is T , the discrete time step is t ∆ , and the number of time intervals in T is / T t ∆ .
Objective function
The main objective of the restoration scheduling problem is to maximize the restored load in the given restoration period [9] .
The detailed objective function is shown in (1) . c t is the beginning moment of the advance restoration control period, and {0,1,..., / 1} ω , L2 ω and L3 ω are weighting coefficients of the first, second and third class loads accordingly.
Constraints
The constraints considered in the optimization model are presented in this part, including the network power flow constraints, the radial topology constraints, the bus generation power and load constraints, and other essential constraints.
1) Network power flow constraints
Considering the advance control period, the network power flow constraints for radial distribution power network are formulated in (2)-(9) based on the Distflow method. 
c c c min 2 max 2 bus sqr, bus bus values. Note that constraints in (2)-(9) are for a balanced system, and can also be extended for a three-phase unbalanced system [11] .
2) Radial topology constraints
Considering that the number of mircogrid islands in the CCP is indeterminate and changeable in different discrete time intervals in the restoration process (e.g. merging of existed islands), the radial topology constraints proposed in [9] and [12] may be inapplicable. 
On basis of the idea of the fictitious network and fictitious power, a directed fictitious network based radial topology constraints can be suitable for the CCP with indeterminate number of islands [13] . The schematic diagram of the directed fictitious network of the distribution powers system is shown in Fig.1 . A fictitious bus (bus0 in Fig. 1 
In (13) (13) and (14), every bus (except bus0) in use state in the fictitious network has a unit of fictitious load. All fictitious power transmitted in the fictitious network is generated from bus0. The fictitious power balance equations in (13) ensures the connection of the fictitious network (all buses and feeders in use state). The constraints of the state variables of buses and feeders in the directed fictitious network are described in (15)-(19) . The relationship between bus and feeder state variables are indicated in (15) . The mapping relationships for state variables in the fictitious network and the original network are represented in (16) and (17) . The default values of bus0 and fictitious feeders pointed to bus0 are set in (18) and (19), respectively.
For a connected network including all buses and feeders in use state, constraint (20) makes every bus (except bus0) in use state capable of having one and only parent bus which ensures that the connected network is a tree-like branching network. From constraints (13)-(20), the radial topology of the fictitious network can be guaranteed, and accordingly the radial topology of all microgrid islands in the CCP (the original network) can be guaranteed.
3) Bus generation power and load constraints
The bus generation power and load constraints in the multi-time intervals optimization model are formulated in
For buses without DG or ES allocation, 
The generation power constraints for DG buses are presented in (23)-(28). In Referring to a typical DG operating curve in [14] , in (26), 
Considering battery energy storage systems used, the generation power constraints for ES buses are presented in (29)-(37). In (29) To summarize this section, the multi-time intervals optimization model of the restoration scheduling problem of the CCP is formulated with objective function in (1), constraints in (2)-(9) and (13)-(52). As all the constraints are linear constraints with binary variables, the integrated multi-time intervals optimization model is a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model, and can be effectively solved by commercial solvers. reenergised or repaired and join the restoration gradually.
Fig. 3 A MAS with seven agents
The topology of the communication network may differ from the distribution system. From the sight of graph theory, a MAS can be regarded as a graph, an available agent can be considered as a node and a two-way communication link can be considered as an edge. A CCP is a maximal connected subgraph of the MAS. A example of MAS with seven agents is shown in Fig. 2 . Agent 1 is the agent with the computing ability for restoration scheduling. Agent 7 is supposed unavailable, while other agents are available. Accordingly, there exists two CCPs in Fig. 3 , Agent 1-4 form a CCP, while agent 5 and 6 form another.
Information discovery process
In the following part, each single bus is supposed to be assigned an agent. Each agent has the ability to control local devices and save the information of the whole distribution system. Only the information of load, DGs, ESs, and the state of buses/feeders linked to this bus can be obtained directly. The other information needed for the restoration scheduling can be acquired by communications with the agents nearby. As the distributed generations are the cores of the mircogrid islands. The buses with DGs and ESs are assigned agents with the computing ability for restoration scheduling.
Referring to the multi-time interval optimization model formulated in Section 2, the information stored in an agent at time c t must contain the following state information {SoC } t i . The other state information needed for restoration scheduling can be calculated during the scheduling process or prestored in the agent. All control variables are derived from the multi-time interval optimization. Since several agents will get the values of these variables first, they can broadcast the values of control variables to the other agents in the same CCP.
The consensus algorithm is used in the IDP. The consensus of agents means that all agents in a CCP of the MAS reach an agreement about certain information of this CCP. With limited communication ability, each agent can still obtain the global information of this CCP through appropriate consensus algorithm. Since a disaster might change the configuration of the MAS, the consensus algorithm must be free of the information of the topology of the whole system. The average consensus algorithm introduced in [17] is used in this paper.
In (53), equals to the number of agents in the original distribution system, and only the th i element is 1. Before implementing the consensus algorithm on other values, (53) is applied to the indicator vector. It is easy to find out that the th i elements in i I will achieve a,C 1 / N asymptotically. Then, the value of all parameters needed for the scheduling of restoration will be initiated as 0 a,C i N X .
By implementing the average consensus algorithm, the information known to each agent will asymptotically approach to the average among all agents in a CCP, that means all information of this CCP is known to every agent inside it. For a certain CCP, the information of agents from other CCPs are inaccessible, which means the function associated with those agents are unavailable and will not be considered in the restoration scheduling in this CCP. After the synchronous IDP complete, the restoration scheduling for CCPs will be activated inside each CCP independently.
Rolling optimization process of the EDS restoration scheduling
Several basic assumptions for the proposed MAS and the applied consensus algorithm are made to insure them consistent with the rolling optimization process of the EDS restoration scheduling. 1) For each communication link in the multi-agent system, the communication between the two agents is two-way. 2) During the execution of the consensus algorithm, change in the SOC of each ES can be ignored. This assumption implies that the speed of information interchange and the speed of data manipulation of each agent are fast enough. 3) All the agents in the whole distribution system are synchronized at the moment they begin to participate in the IDP. Each available agent has a universal time information (e.g. from the GPS timing system). 4) Based on the previous assumption, IDP of each agent starts at the same time and complete before the restoration scheduling. If an agent resumes communication with other agents during or after an IDP, it cannot join this IDP and has to wait until the next IDP begins. In this circumstance, if the agent is associated with a resource, though the communication with other agents is unavailable, the DG can independently start synchronization at once. 5) Once an agent participates in the IDP, it will not disconnect. 6) The restoration schedules made in different agents in the same CCP are identical. The agent firstly finished scheduling calculation will broadcast the result to all other agents in the CCP. In the rolling optimized process in Fig. 4 , to realize the IDP and restoration scheduling for CCPs, the behaviors of the agent at a bus with the restoration scheduling computing ability are shown in Fig. 5 in detail. The other agents have similar behaviors in Fig. 5 , excluding the CCP restoration scheduling step.
Case study
The proposed multi-agent based rolling optimization method for restoration scheduling of the EDS is tested using a modified IEEE 123 bus EDS. The original parameters of this system is available in [18] . And seven DGs and an ES are allocated at different buses in the modified test system with major parameters in Table 2 and 3. The weights of the first, second and third class of active load in the test system are set as 1000, 100, and 10 respectively. The communication network is supported to have the same topology as the distribution network and each bus agent can only communicate with the bus agent adjacent to it. In the rolling optimization process of the EDS restoration scheduling shown in Fig. 4 , the rolling optimization window T is set to 120 min and the rescheduling time gap r T is set to 30 min. The discrete time step t ∆ in the restoration scheduling optimization model for the CCP is set to 5 min. For the IDP in Fig. 4 , the convergence condition of the consensus algorithm is set as the difference between two iteration less than 10 -10 . The proposed multi-agent based rolling optimization process for EDS restoration scheduling are implemented in MATLAB with YALMIP, and Gurobi is the MILP solver. The restoration of the test system is supposed to be started at the 0 min moment. Fig. 6-9 are the CCPs identifying and restoration scheduling results of the test system at the beginning moment c t in four sequential different rolling optimization window (i.e. Fig. 6-9 belongs to c 0, 30, 60, and 90 t = min respectively). The meaning of different symbols and line types have been indicated in the figures. In Fig.6-9 , the depth of the fill color of bus symbol corresponds with the percentage of the load restored at the bus. The higher the percentage of load restored at the bus, the deeper the color is. For ES allocated at a bus, the depth of the fill color illustrates the percentage of energy maintained. For agents in the figures, a cross label means that the agent unavailable at the current moment. According to Fig. 4 in Section 3, the beginning moments in the rolling optimization windows are also the scheduling/rescheduling moments in the restoration of the EDS. The detailed restoration results of the test system at different c t during the restoration are shown in Table 4 , and are in accordance with the results in Fig. 6-9 . From Table 4 , with the increase of the restoration time, the restored buses, feeders and load gradually increase. With the restoration of the EDS, more agents become available, and can join the restoration scheduling. The CCPs identified by the IDP at the beginning of the different rolling optimization window are also illustrated in Fig. 6-9 . Fig. 10 shows the performance of the average consensus algorithm used in the IDP to identify the CCPs at the beginning of the different rolling optimization window. In the IDP at the beginning of the first rolling optimization window ( c 0 min t = ), the results meet the convergence condition after about 300 iterations, that demonstrates the effectiveness of the average consensus algorithm.
Conclusion
A multi-agent based rolling optimization method for restoration scheduling of the EDS electrical distribution system with distributed generation is proposed in this paper. A rolling optimization process for the EDS restoration is established. At the beginning of the rolling optimization window, the average consensus algorithm is implemented by all available agents in the EDS to identify CCPs with two-way distributed communication. In each CCP, the agents with the restoration scheduling computing ability solve the corresponding multi-time intervals restoration optimization model and determine the restoration schedules for the CCP. IDP and restoration scheduling will be implemented periodically in the rolling process until the end of the EDS restoration.
The proposed method is verified on a modified 123 bus EDS allocated with seven DGs and one ES. In the case studies, by the proposed method, the detailed restoration results of the test EDS at four sequential scheduling/rescheduling moments are presented. The convergence of the average consensus algorithm is also demonstrated.
From the perspective of resilience, the multi-agent based restoration scheduling method can overcome the unreliability of the centralized restoration scheduling under disasters. The rolling optimization restoration process can consider the new restoration sources (e.g. reenergized or repaired agents, repaired feeders, and the newly equipped distributed generation) in the EDS through periodically renewing of the restoration schedule.
This paper mainly focuses on the load restoration of the EDS in the earlier restoration stages after a blackout. Future works include the coordination of the EDS restoration with the transmission system restoration. The uncertainty of the distributed generation in the EDS restoration will also be studied.
